
airbud Collective Model Database
for Rhino Users



Rhino is the world’s most 
versatile 3d modeler.

It is flexible and open, 
allowing users to create 
geometry and data that can 
bend to their will.

Rhino geometries have unique properties and metadata that currently do 
not have a way to interact between files. Version comparison and file 
auditing in Rhino can currently only be performed with tedious .csv 
exporters per each Rhino file.

Rhino’s focus on geometry and 
flexibility over data management 
often leads to poorly organized 
and uncoordinated files.
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Rhino’s focus on geometry and flexibility over data management often 
leads to poorly organized and uncoordinated files.



Low Quality of Data Organization
=

Confusion, Loss, & Redundancy
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Rhino is the world’s most 
versatile 3d modeler.

It is flexible and open, 
allowing users to create 
geometry and data that can 
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Rhino geometries have unique properties and metadata that currently do 
not have a way to interact between files. Version comparison and file 
auditing in Rhino can currently only be performed with tedious .csv 
exporters per each Rhino file.

Airbud sends and receives data 
between multiple Rhino models and 
Airtable to allow powerful, versatile 
model and data management.
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Two-way connection allows firm-wide 
bottom up and top-down approaches
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Evaluate bits of geometry against one another using GUIDs and 
other object properties and organize by models/projects
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Solution
Step 1. Collect Data from Rhino Models 
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Step 2. WebApp-based Model Update 





Future Uses and Integrations

...?
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